
 
 

Thank you for purchasing our lighting kit designed for use with our 1:32 Scale Mercury 
Spacecraft kit!  We wanted to produce an easy-to-use lighting kit that made use of the 
tiny “surface mount” LEDs to allow modelers to light up the interior of the cabin with a 

“scale” looking set of cabin lights.  We are thrilled to have found the folks at 
www.lightbenders.info to produce these kits for us.   

 

 
 

The hard part is done for you… the tiny LEDs are pre-soldered with the required 
resistors, and all the technical bits are done!  All you have to do is install the lights 
where you want them and then connect the thin wire coming from the lights to the 

thicker wire coming from the switch and battery pack! 
 
 

That is it!  EASY!   
 



OK… but there are a few things you need to be aware of and a few creative decisions 
you need to make in advance… so please give these instructions a read through and 

consider the issues we bring up carefully 
 

LIGHT PLACEMENT 
Typical placement of the lights is shown below.  Note that there are three cabin lights 
and we only include 2… figuring they would never all 3 be on, 2 already provides a 

great deal of light in the tiny cabin.  Wire placement shown below assumes you will be 
displaying model on a “stick” or tube and will run the wires out the kit through that hole. 

 
 
 

 



I am shown here installing a light kit into the test build Phil Smith did for me of the 
Freedom 7 capsule.  Each of you will probably come up with your own way of doing 

things… I used a tiny wad of Apoxy-Sculpt to fasten the first light into place.  I then left it 
to harden, then glued the wires into place and repeated the wad of Apoxy-Sculpt to 

fasten the second light. 
 
 
 

 
 

I can only apologize for the photography… I need to work my camera better to capture 
the dramatic look of these lights when they illuminate the cabin…. It is truly dramatic. 

 

 
 



 
 

HANDLE WITH CARE! 
 

The thin wires that the tiny LEDs are attached to are very fragile!  Handle them with 
great care.  We could have used thicker wires, but with the nice thin wires you can hide 
the wires in plain sight… leaving them exposed, they simply look like proper scale wires 

or cable on the cabin walls. 
 

HOW DISPLAY FINISHED MODEL 
 

Before you begin you should decide how you plan to display your finished model.  You 
can display the ship on a stick, or fashion a ship model display, simulate museum 

display… whatever you choose, you will want to plan for where the wires go, and the 
battery pack, and the on/off switch.  The “technical” questions are answered, but you 
still need to do the creative and artistic work or designing and building your finished 

display. 
 

MAKING THE CONNECTION 
 

After you have installed the lights in your model, and run the wires out however you 
have chosen, you end up with the thin wires that then need to be attached to the thicker 
wires coming off of the battery pack and switch.  The preferred method would be to use 
the heat shrink tubes included with the kit, but all that has to be done is to connect the 

thin black wire to the thicker black wire and then the thin red wire to the thicker red wire. 
 

Did I mention that the thin wires are fragile!  Be extremely careful not to break them 
especially after you have closed up your model! 

 
OPTIONAL LIGHT CABINET BUILD UP 

 
The tiny little clear cylinders included with the Mercury kit for representing the cabin 

lights are great to hide the actual light kit lights behind!  You may choose to build out a 
tiny little cabinet with the light kit light in it and shining through the little clear tube.  Do a 

little research online, and use the reference photos included in the Mercury kit 
instructions to make your lights look like the real thing! 

 
GOOD LUCK! 

POST PICS!  WE LOVE TO SEE WHAT FOLKS DO WITH OUT PRODUCTS! 
 
 

 


